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Social organism thought takes society  as a "organism" in which a theory or 
method. This idea involves sociology, philosophy and other areas.The "organic 
thinking" (dialectic) of speculative philosophy and the organic theory of ideology has 
deep roots, and the "social organism" of empirical philosophy is the first form of 
theory in social organism thought.  
Marx critically inherits the previous theoretical results, and insists the basic view 
of praxsis based on the ontology,and then formed his own ideas of social 
organism.Marxist social organism is different from the ideology of "organic thinking" 
of speculative philosophy and of "social organism theory" positivist philosophy is a 
practical, is the thought of contemporary philosophy, which icludes characteristics 
ofholistic, dialectical and the basic the dynamic nature and so on. 
   Marxist social organism thought is the essence of Marxist thought life, with 
strong academic values and contemporary meaning.Described society as an organism 
to study, is an important dimension of Marx’s reserch of society. He describes society 
as, "in which all relations coexist but interdependent organism", and anchored to 
analyze synchronic structural of society and study the evolution of the diachronic 
social patterns. 
Elucidation of organic thoughts of society is studied throughout the whole life of 
Marx's philosophy research. Even to some extent can be said that Marx's life research 
has focused on the performance of the social organism of his thinking.Although there 
are many scholars exploring the problem in recent years, but not enough.Under the 
new situation of building a harmonious society in China, the interpretation of Marxist 
contemporary social organism thinking has great theoretical and practical significance 
undoubtly.Based on this, this paper ideas is trying to interpret Marx's social organism 
systematic thoughts deeply.First, based on the study area of the social organism, the 
origin theory of Marxist social thoughts will be explored deeply.Secondly, the 
formation of Marxist social organic thoughts will be combed and its meaning will be 
elucidated, the basic characteristics of Marx’s social organism thoughts would be 















thoughts from contemporary social organism known philosophers, and further 
underlines the contemporary significance and the value of the times of these thoughts. 
The basic characteristics of Marx’s social organism thoughts are practicalness, 
integrity and dialecture. Practicalness is related to the social organism theory and the 
whole substance of Marxist philosophy. Insist the basic point of practice in the height 
of the ontology,  Marx opened up a new metaphysics of life different from the way 
of modern rationalism of existenzial.Practice is not only the key to understand the 
structure of Marx's social organism, features, functions and operational mechanism, 
and is distinct from "organic thinking" of speculative philosophy and the fundamental 
characteristics of the "social organism theory" of the empirical philosophy. Integrity 
principle is a basic clue that throughout the history of Marxism in the community. 
Marx thought not only beyond the classical bourgeois economists of the integrity of 
the social organism, restricted to "historical facts" of the positivist research, but also 
discarded the integrity of the speculative nature of Hegel's abstract. Marxist dialectic 
is considered as an important feature of the social organism thought, and Marx 
critically inherited the results of Hegel's dialectic thinking.In order to overcome the 
"social organism theory" mechanical defects Marxist social organism thoughts are to 
learn this element, and it has distinctive features of the dialectic. Moreover, Marxist 
Philosophy is not a purely natural order of physical and abstract in the Context of the 
social organism, but is development in the truth history based on production practice 
of onself-generated and contradictions of human society. "Today's society is not a 
solid crystal, but a change to the process of change, and is often in the body." This is 
the observations of Marxism of a general point of view of modern society. 
Need to specify that Marxist philosophy is the" Contemporary " sense of 
philosophy, nature of the philosophy and it is different from traditional rational 
metaphysics. Marxist philosophy is not purely speculative metaphysical theory, but 
full of the theory of human social development of practical features. So, we should be 
based on " Contemporary " basic position to re-interpret philosophy of Marx's  social 
organism thought. More, let Marxist social organism thoughts dialogue with the era, 
and cross swords with contemporary philosophy. Response to Popper and Habermas 
by this critique of Marx's idea, so the thinking and contemporary dialogue of 















social organism vitality and the essence of the spirit of the times. By "contemporary 
interpretation", we not only understand the philosophy of Marx and explore their 
academic value, but also provide a solid philosophical foundation and methodology of 
science guide for the construction of a harmonious society of our time. 
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